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Andrew Dillon 
CEO, Energy Networks 
Australia

INTRODUCTION

Now in its sixth year, entries to the Energy Consumers Australia  
and Energy Networks Australia Consumer Engagement Awards 
demonstrate the increased commitment and maturity of approach 
energy network businesses have developed for engagement with  
their customers and communities.

This report highlights how all nominating businesses are pushing  
their organisations, and the energy network industry more broadly,  
to engage meaningfully with customers and use that information to  
deliver outcomes that customers really want.

Seven entries of extremely high standard were received this year. 
Nominating companies included AusNet Services, Australian Gas Networks, 
MultiNet Gas Networks, Endeavour Energy, Ergon Energy Networks, 
Essential Energy, TasNetworks and Western Power.

The independent judging panel comprised members from Energy 
Consumers Australia, St Vincent de Paul Society, Uniting Communities, 
Council on the Ageing, the Australian Energy Market Commission, the 
Australian Energy Regulator, and the Australian Energy Market Operator.

There were four shortlisted finalists:

 » AGN, AusNet Services and MGN - Three Businesses, One Engagement 
Program for Victorians

 » Endeavour Energy - Community Engagement Beyond a Bushfire

 » Essential Energy - Customer Journey Mapping

 » Western Power - Access Arrangement 5 – Community Engagement 
Program

This year’s winning entry was a joint submission from AGN, AusNet 
Services and MGN - Three Businesses, One Engagement Program for 
Victorians. The three companies came together to design and deliver 
a single, integrated, statewide consumer and stakeholder engagement 
program. The joint engagement program was designed to inform and 
shape the submission of the businesses’ final plans to the AER on  
1 July 2022, engaging with Victorians on gas services and prices today  
as well as the future of gas.

Congratulations to all entrants. I’m extremely proud of our members 
and the sector generally for challenging its approach to working with 
customers in recent years and genuinely placing their interests at the 
forefront of decision making for the future of the grid.
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JUDGES REPORT 

Consumer engagement is about building an understanding of energy consumers’ 
diverse values and needs, and carefully embedding this into a network business’ 
culture and practices. By working closely with consumers in a respectful and 
genuine way, networks can understand instead of assume consumer preferences, 
to deliver the services that consumers want. Meaningful consumer engagement 
also builds consumers’ trust and confidence in the energy sector. 

The independent Judging Panel recognises that how networks engage with 
consumers continues to evolve. Each year, the standard for best practice advances 
higher, and the Consumer Engagement Awards are an opportunity to commend 
businesses who show outstanding leadership in consumer engagement and share 
sector learnings to continue this trend. 

The Judging Panel thanks all networks that submitted applications to this year’s 
Consumer Engagement Awards. The high standard of consumer engagement was 
reflected in the diversity of projects, with strong efforts by all to understand and 
deliver the services consumers want. While this made the judging particularly 
challenging this year, ultimately consumers are the winners. 

The Judging Panel comprised: 
 » Lynne Gallagher, Chief Executive Officer, Energy Consumers Australia (Chair) 

 » Gavin Dufty, Senior Executive, Policy and Research Manager, St Vincent de Paul 
Society Victoria 

 » Catriona Lowe, Board member, Australian Energy Regulator 

 » Mark Henley, Manager Advocacy and Energy Advocate, Uniting Communities 

 » Robyn Robinson, Director, Council on the Aging (COTA) Queensland 

 » Merryn York, Executive General Manager, System Design, Australian Energy 
Market Operator (AEMO)

 » Michelle Shepherd, Commissioner, Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC)

They brought a diverse range of understandings and experiences to the judging 
process. Their perspectives on what constitutes superior consumer engagement 
was carefully reflected on the judging assessment criteria, and any potential 
conflicts relating to a judging panel member’s involvement in submitted projects 
were disclosed to ensure openness and transparency. 

The Judging Panel considered how projects achieved the following:
 » Accessibility: Did the network ensure the process was fit-for-purpose? 

 » Inclusiveness: Was the network proactive in seeking out and empowering the 
diversity of consumer perspectives? 

 » Responsiveness and Transparency: Did the network facilitate and respond to 
constructive consumer feedback, such that consumers influenced the project’s 
evolution? 

 » Measurability: Did the network measure the effectiveness of the engagement, 
and did the consumer engagement lead to better consumer outcomes?

 » Leadership and Transferability: Was leadership actively involved in the 
consumer engagement process, and will project learnings enable better 
consumer engagement in the business and industry? 

Further, the Judging Panel spoke directly to shortlisted applicants about their 
projects. This year, questions included hearing more about the real outcomes for 
consumers, how the engagement process impacted the outcomes achieved, how 
senior leadership was involved, and how learnings are being incorporated into the 
broader business and sector. 

[Please note the assessment by the Judging Panel does not reflect whether a 
particular revenue outcome is in the long-term interests of consumers, either in a 
revenue proposal or as determined by the Australian Energy Regulator].  
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Judging Panel Insights for Best Practice Consumer Engagement 

As this award is an opportunity to share valuable sector learnings, the Judging 
Panel would like to share strong consumer engagement principles which 
emerged from projects this year, to inspire network businesses to continue 
sincere engagement that drives business culture and better outcomes for 
consumers. 

The Judging Panel notes that the Judging Panel Insights 2021 report remains 
relevant to appreciate best practice consumer engagement. This year’s insights 
complement well the principles outlined last year. For example, the 2021 report 
highlights the importance of senior leadership involvement to further a culture of 
sustained and effective consumer engagement, and of ensuring that the impact 
of the engagement is evident (or that the intended impact can be tangibly 
articulated and measured where the initiative is not yet completed). 

Consider the diversity of engagement efforts

The range of projects this year revealed the diverse approaches that network 
businesses can take to engage with consumers. They showed that there is value 
both in projects addressing broad issues, and ones narrower in scope. Impressive 
consumer engagement projects of either type demonstrated how learnings had 
been operationalised, to contribute to a business culture that has a consumer-
focused mindset and delivers better outcomes for consumers. 

For example, Western Power’s Access Arrangement 5 – Community Engagement 
Program undertook a broad and comprehensive approach to ensure their fifth 
access arrangement proposal was shaped by consumer feedback and their 
forecast investments aligned with achieving outcomes that met their consumers’ 
expectations. They went beyond the scale and nature required of them for the 
AA5 process, to build an understanding of consumer concerns and deliver impact 
for their consumers. 

Alternatively, while Endeavour’s Community Engagement Beyond a Bushfire 
project was narrower in scope, it successfully turned community concerns into 
an opportunity, engaging with consumers to shape a program that reflected 
their needs and delivered positive outcomes for the community. It went beyond 
stakeholder management, to listen and codesign with consumers to deliver 
tangible results. The learnings from their project were also fed into their broader 
Sustainability Strategy, to ensure this engagement-first approach would be 
become business-as-usual. 

Prepare for the future now

In the energy transitions underway, it is crucial that consumers are involved in the 
processes of creating a future that provides the services that they want. Some 
strong applications this year acknowledged this future uncertainty, proactively 
engaging with consumers to inform business plans. 

For example, AGN, AusNet Services and MGN’s project Three Businesses, One 
Engagement Program for Victorians acknowledged the increasing complexity 
and uncertainty facing the sector in Victoria, collaborating to engage with 
Victorians on the future of gas and their networks. This collaboration recognised 
that there are competing demands on participation by consumer organisations 
and the community in these processes, and that poor outcomes can result 
if there is insufficient time or capability able to be dedicated by those being 
engaged. Through their mutual collaboration in engagement, these businesses 
allowed for learnings to be shared and lifted the engagement for each network. 
Going forward, this framework may be replicated by the sector, to demonstrate 
the value of the businesses coming together when addressing complex issues 
such as the energy transitions. 

https://www.energynetworks.com.au/resources/reports/2021-reports-and-publications/judging-panel-insights/
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Essential Energy’s Social Science Research Project and Ergon Energy’s Reliably 
supplying fringe-of-grid customers project also demonstrated the value of 
engaging with consumers to understand their needs and expectations around 
new technologies, including solar system connections and Stand-Alone Power 
Systems (SAPS). SAPS are an alternative to supply electricity to consumers in 
rural and remote regions that may be more reliable and resilient, but consumer 
perspectives are vital to understand and to shape their design, for successful 
adoption.  

Hold yourself accountable  

The Judging Panel notes that measurability metrics are a useful tool for holding 
projects accountable to the purpose of consumer engagement, namely the 
importance of incorporating consumer values and opportunities into a network’s 
business to deliver the services that consumers want. They can be used to 
measure and ensure that there is tangible impact for consumers because of the 
engagement process. 

For example, AGN, AusNet Services and MGN’s Three Businesses, One 
Engagement Program for Victorians project design had key performance 
indicators for successful engagement (including those of being genuine and 
committed, and integrated and accountable), to ensure the engagement was 
meaningful and that consumer values were embedded into project processes. 

Another strong example of this was TasCollab, submitted by TasNetworks, 
where the experiences of involved partners (lived experience advocates) were 
repeatedly measured throughout the project to assess the efficacy of their 
collaborative processes.

Ally research into engagement processes 

Strong consumer engagement projects this year were supported by robust 
consumer research (which is distinct from market research). Consumer research 
allows consumers to tell the network business what their needs and preferences 
are, such that this informs the design, process, and delivery of the project. Such 
an iterative approach allows for generative thinking, that is, non-judgemental and 
creative input wherein consumers set the agenda on their own terms, which then 
builds back the service. 

This was evident in Essential Energy’s Customer Journey Mapping project, which 
focused on better understanding the end-to-end consumer experience through 
actively listening to their consumers and capturing learnings to inform and 
improve the customer experience holistically. Their approach to follow consumer 
research from data to results, allowed for outcomes to better deliver what 
consumers want while also improving business processes and outcomes. 
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JUDGING PANEL

 

Lynne Gallagher 
Chief Executive Officer, 
Energy Consumers 
Australia (Chair)

Lynne Gallagher is the 
Chief Executive Officer of 
Energy Consumers Australia, 
the national advocacy 
organisation contributing to 
shaping Australia’s energy 
future for households and 
small businesses. 

Lynne has been with Energy 
Consumers Australia 
for seven years and has 
more than 20 years’ 
experience in the energy 
sector in strategy, policy 
and research roles. Prior 
to working in the energy 
sector, Lynne held senior 
executive roles in business 
and in the public sector, 
where she delivered major 
reforms that contributed to 
improving the financial and 
economic wellbeing of many 
Australians.  

 

Catriona Lowe
Board Member, Australian 
Energy Regulator 

Catriona Lowe joined the 
AER Board on 6 February 
2020. Catriona has worked 
as a consumer lawyer and 
advocate for more than 
20 years. Catriona has 
held previous roles at the 
Consumer Action Law Centre, 
the Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission 
and the Consumer Law 
Centre Victoria. Catriona 
has also been a director on 
several boards, including the 
Financial Adviser Standards 
and Ethics Authority and 
the Australian Financial 
Complaints Authority.  

Catriona is passionate about 
making markets work for 
consumers and ensuring real 
consumer behaviour is front 
and centre of relevant policy 
making. She is committed to 
promoting change-focussed 
legal practice, sustainability, 
and good governance. 

 

Michelle Shepherd 
Commissioner,
Australian Energy Market 
Commission  

Michelle has over 20 years’ 
experience in energy policy 
and regulation in both private 
and public sectors and has 
been at the forefront of the 
markets’ development across 
Australia. 

Prior to joining the AEMC, 
Michelle was General 
Manager Regulatory and 
Government Affairs at Alinta 
Energy and spent nearly 
10 years at AGL. Michelle 
has also worked for the 
Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission, UK 
Competition Commission and 
the Federal Department of 
Finance.  

She is a former board 
member of the YMCA 
WA and the Retail Energy 
Market Company. Michelle 
is a Graduate of the AICD 
Company Directors Course 
and holds a Bachelor of 
Commerce and Bachelor of 
Applied Economics.   

 

Robyn Robinson 
Non-Executive Director,
Council on the Ageing

Robyn has held executive and 
senior management positions 
within the electricity 
industry in Queensland for 
over 20 years.  She has an 
extensive background in 
IT management, business 
performance improvement 
and managing organisational 
change. Robyn combines her 
knowledge and experience 
in the Australian energy 
industry and advocates 
for the rights and needs of 
senior energy consumers. 

In 2013, Robyn was 
appointed as an inaugural 
member of the AER’s 
Consumer Challenge Panel 
and was re-appointed to 
the panel in 2016 and 2021. 
Robyn is currently a member 
of the board of two not-
for-profit organisations 
concerned with the well-
being of seniors in the 
community. Robyn has 
qualifications in science and 
IT and holds a Master of 
Science Degree in Operations 
Research. She is a Graduate 
of the AICD.
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Mark Henley 
Manager Advocacy and 
Energy Advocate, Uniting 
Communities

Mark is an economist and 
is a member of the AER’s 
Consumer Challenge Panel. 
He is an inaugural member 
of the national Small Energy 
Consumers Roundtable, 
President of the Economics 
Society – SA Branch and 
board member of the Energy 
and Water Ombudsman 
scheme in SA and the 
SA Financial Counsellors 
Association. 

He is a member of several 
utility focused consumer 
reference groups. Mark 
has worked in community 
services for 45 years and is 
a Life Member of SACOSS 
and the Youth Affairs Council 
of SA, for whom he was the 
inaugural President. Mark has 
recently retired from the role 
of Manager of Advocacy with 
Uniting Communities.

 

Merryn York 
Executive General Manager, 
System Design, Australian 
Energy Market Operator

Merryn is Executive General 
Manager System Design 
at AEMO. Her previous 
role was one of five AEMC 
Commissioners overseeing 
development of the national 
electricity and gas rules and 
advising governments on 
energy market development 
policy. 

Merryn also worked in the 
Queensland electricity 
industry, including eight 
years as Chief Executive of 
Powerlink Queensland. An 
electrical engineer, Merryn 
has long held an interest 
in the broader energy 
‘ecosystem’; the crucial role 
collaboration with industry 
and consumers plays in 
its development; and, 
incorporating technology 
developments as part of the 
transition to net zero. 

 

Gavin Dufty 
Manager Policy and 
Research,
St Vincent de Paul Society

Gavin has been as a 
consumer representative in 
the energy sector for more 
than 25 years. During this 
time, he has undertaken 
research on electricity 
disconnections; documented 
changes in energy 
pricing and its impacts 
on households; and, been 
involved in the development 
of state and federal energy 
consumer protection and 
concession frameworks. 

Gavin is a representative on 
a number of industry and 
government committees 
including: gas and electricity 
distribution companies 
customer consultative 
committees; the AER’s 
customer consultative group; 
and, an Energy Consumers 
Australia board member.
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Australian Gas Networks (AGN), AusNet and  
Multinet Gas Networks (MGN) 

Principal companies: 
Australian Gas Networks (AGN), 

AusNet and Multinet Gas 

Networks (MGN)

Name of project: 
Three businesses, one 

engagement program for 

Victorians

Project timeline: 
July 2020 to present

Location: 
Victoria

Description: AGN, AusNet and MGN came together to design and deliver a single, 
integrated, statewide consumer and stakeholder engagement program for the benefit of 
all Victorians. 

Approach: In mid-2020, all three networks and their stakeholders discussed the feasibility 
of working more collaboratively on regulatory reset engagement. The result of these 
discussions was a joint engagement program involving all three Victorian gas distribution 
businesses. The partners identified the opportunity to design and deliver a joint program 
with key activities delivered in partnership featuring: 
 » A consistent customer engagement methodology for all Victorian gas customers

 » One engagement plan, with shared objectives, timelines, and key milestones

 » A single customer and stakeholder roundtable to provide one forum for consumer 
advocates to engage with three businesses at once

 » Joint engagement projects allowing more time for meaningful engagement on key 
issues shared across network

 » Streamlined engagement KPIs and reporting providing greater transparency

 » A “one stop shop” online engagement portal with resources for all three businesses

Benefit, results, and outcomes: The joint engagement approach delivered benefits in the 
breadth, depth, and delivery of the engagement activities: 
 » Improved quality of engagement 

 » Pooled engagement expertise and experience across multiple businesses 

 » Reduced engagement program delivery costs estimated to be 10-20 per cent

 » Improved industry collaboration 

Better outcomes for customers and stakeholders: 
 » Presenting information consistently across businesses enabled stakeholders to 

compare and contrast where businesses were different

 » Greater accessibility and depth of engagement with hard-to-reach customer  
cohorts including Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) customers and  
major energy users

 » The single process made it easier to get quality participation from key stakeholders

 » Promoting consistency for customers and stakeholders across Victoria in key areas 
where it made sense to be consistent

 » Using multiple businesses’ languages for communicating key concepts meant more 
opportunities for stakeholders and customers to understand them

Leadership and transferability: Given the increasing complexity facing the energy 
sector in Victoria, working together, and leveraging respective expertise in engagement, 
research and regulation was not only beneficial to the program, but it also gave AGN, 
AusNet and MGN executives and staff unparalleled opportunities to collaborate and 
discuss critical issues.  Successfully undertaking joint consultation depended on a few 
key factors. The key learnings for future engagement activities, and the broader energy 
sector include: 
 » Stakeholders are very supportive of joint engagement

 » Joint engagement requires close working relationships between the businesses and a 
lot of trust and flexibility

 » Setting up regular coordination meetings and file-sharing systems was important 

 » Not all topics are well-suited to joint engagement

 » Joint engagement is much easier if businesses are committed to stakeholder and 
customer-led engagement

2022 
Winner   

Consumer 
Engagement 

Award
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Endeavour Energy – Community Engagement  
Beyond a Bushfire

Principal company: 
Endeavour Energy

Name of project: 
Community Engagement 

Beyond a Bushfire

Project partners: 
Shoalhaven City Council, 

Manyana Matters Community 

Association, Lake Conjola 

Community Association, 

Redhead Villages Association, 

and Greening Australia

Project timeline: 
Commencing in January 

2020 and culminating with a 

community planting event  

22 April 2022

Location: 
Conjola and Bendalong on the 

South Coast of NSW

Description: Communities on the NSW South Coast were devastated by the 2019-2020 
megafires, which burned across 45 percent of Endeavour Energy’s network area. After 
power was safely restored, approximately 170,000 bushfire affected trees required 
removal to keep motorists and residents safe.  

Endeavour Energy engaged with the community to create a planting day in April 2022 
where staff and their families joined the community to plant 1,000 trees.  

Approach: While the removal of bushfire devastated trees was driven by safety 
requirements, Endeavour Energy engaged with Resilience NSW, Rural Fire Service, 
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, local councils and members of Parliament 
to understand and respond to concerns about tree removals. After one community 
expressed deep concern, Endeavour Energy’s senior staff met with them to explain the 
dangers of retaining certain trees.  

During these conversations, the idea of Endeavour Energy leading a community 
planting project to give back to this community was formed. First Nations staff from 
Council were engaged to ensure plantings were conducted in a culturally sensitive way, 
without disturbance to Aboriginal heritage sites. 

While some planting was undertaken during COVID-19 lockdowns by Greening Australia, 
the engagement culminated in a community planting day.

Benefit, results and outcomes: Initially, the community did not trust Endeavour Energy 
to deliver on its promises. This lack of trust was evident in social media campaigns run 
against Endeavour Energy, and in direct correspondence received after the fires. 

From the first meeting, Endeavour Energy’s collaborative approach led to a significant 
shift in understanding on both sides, and, after working together, former critics became 
Endeavour Energy’s voice within the community. The company was told that the 
community wanted:
 » to be involved in the process

 » have regular communication with senior staff

 » a clear understanding of the criteria for tree removal

Leadership and transferability: As a business, engagement-first and always-on-
engagement were new principles that arose from an organisation wanting to do the 
right thing for a community that had been traumatised.

While Endeavour Energy was able to achieve the required operational outcome 
to ensure the safety of the community and the network, its engagement with the 
community had the company reframe the tree removal program to take a more 
conservative approach to risk.

The project has resulted in Endeavour Energy placing greater importance on  
engagement with its community with an engagement-first process approach becoming 
business as usual.

2022 
Finalist   

Consumer 
Engagement 

Award



Description: Ergon Energy Network undertook an iterative engagement process to install 
SAPS as an alternate and more reliable supply for customers in remote Queensland. Trial 
outcomes included appropriate solutions to reduce network costs in the long term for 
other network customers. 

Approach: Three customers were approached to gauge their interest and agreement 
to work with Ergon on the project. Front end engagement was critical for success, as 
customers’ existing/future energy needs and usage patterns had to be catered for in the 
SAPS’ design. Customers needed to be reassured they would still have a safe, secure and 
reliable electricity supply, and receive the same level of customer service and protections 
as grid-connected customers.

Through the initial engagement, and once customers indicated they were happy to 
participate in the trial, Ergon included a range of subject matter experts in customer 
discussions to ensure all questions were answered effectively. This also ensured the 
systems were sized appropriately and considered how frequently the backup generation 
should be utilised. 

Benefit, results, and outcomes: Engagement with customers started before the approval 
of the project business cases and was ongoing as part of each project phase. Customers 
were consulted on the location and footprint of the SAPS as well as other design aspects. 

SAPS Customer Engagement is new to the business. This meant any documentation 
necessary for engagement needed to be developed as the trial progressed.

Ergon continues to conduct customer surveys to obtain feedback on the performance 
of the SAPS and how the SAPS supply compares to the existing supply technology. 
Overall, customers have been very positive about their SAPS supply and have noticed an 
improvement compared with the existing distribution technology.

Leadership and transferability: The SAPS Trials are championed by Ergon’s senior 
executive and shareholder. There have been regular presentations and briefings on 
the progress of the projects to the senior executive team, the EQL board and state 
government. 

Contributions to leadership and engagement across the energy network sector include:  
 » seamless transition to SAPS for customers, with no decrease in service or reliability

 » Ergon’s contribution to ENA National Guidelines for DNSP led SAPS Customer 
Engagement  

 » AER in touch with SAPS customers 

 » SAPS engagement discussions with other DNSPs, including those in other States 

 » presentations to national conferences 

 » government stakeholders kept informed of trial outcomes, and any Queensland-
specific risks or issues and procedures developed as a result

 » understanding of what customers and the broader community expect from networks 
was deepened, as well as customer drivers for participating in these SAPS trials

 » information and education to participants / customers and the community in a timely 
and effective manner

 » transparent communications reducing concerns and complaints

Principal company: 
Ergon Energy

Name of project: 
Remote Stand-alone Power 

Systems (SAPS) engagement – 

reliably supplying fringe-of-grid 

customers

Project timeline: 
December 2020 – June 2022

Location: 
Remote and regional 

Queensland – two cattle stations 

near Mt Isa, and Bustard Head 

Lightstation near Gladstone

Ergon Energy – Remote Stand-alone Power Systems (SAPS) engagement 
– reliably supplying fringe-of-grid customers
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Description: With the development of Essential Energy’s Customer Experience Strategy, 
the company required a deeper understanding of what customers feel and experience, 
to build an accurate internal view of the customer experience, and to align the 
organisation to the customer experience vision ‘Everyday excellence. Every customer. 
Every interaction.’

Approach: Essential Energy has a proud history of listening to its customers and 
stakeholders and responding to feedback to improve processes, support and future 
directions. Aligned to this, and in consideration of its business values, specifically ‘being 
easy to do business with’, Essential Energy undertook the Customer Journey Mapping 
initiative to gain better insight on the customer experience across different interactions 
in its business.  

Benefit, results and outcomes: The Customer Journey Mapping initiative provided 
clarity around customers’ desired experiences and inspired strategic change, evident in 
the current draft Regulatory Proposal, to develop a customer portal.

Importantly, the initiative has engendered cultural change within the business, bringing 
about stronger focus on customer experiences in the development and continuous 
improvement of business processes.  

Due to the consultative approach of the initiative, listening, and receiving feedback  
and buy-in on possible solutions from Accredited Service Providers, Essential Energy 
was able to develop a fit-for-purpose tool that met the needs of the customer and 
business, added value and enhanced the customers’ experience when doing business 
with the company.  

Additionally, the initiative produced a ‘final outcome tool’, which is used to help 
prioritise process improvements, future consultation and assist with refining 
understanding and alignment to customers’ needs. The tool has identified 16 high 
priority projects which have been co-designed with customers. 

Leadership and transferability: A key factor in the success of the initiative was 
the level of sponsorship by both the executive and senior leadership teams. 
As part of multidisciplinary and cross organisational workshops, senior leaders 
exchanged ideas with frontline employees to understand the challenges in providing 
‘Everyday excellence. Every customer. Every interaction.’ and aligning the corporate 
transformation priorities to customer needs. 

Key learnings included the need for flexibility in delivering a project focused on 
customer needs in a dynamic environment. The project approach was changed on 
several occasions based on customer feedback to maximise results. At times, customer 
feedback was contradictory to the understanding of customer needs, reinforcing the 
requirement to consult customers to truly understand their requirements and ensure 
efforts align with what customers want.  

Through a partnership with Woolcott Research, Essential Energy developed an 
innovative approach to follow customer research from data to results. This technique 
has been shared with its Customer Advocacy Group and can now be shared across the 
energy network sector to support customer mapping efforts as all networks remain 
committed to meeting the changing needs and expectations of their customers. 

Principal company: 
Essential Energy

Name of project: 
Customer Journey Mapping

Project partners: 
Woolcott Research

Project timeline:
 October 2019 to April 2022

Location: 
Essential Energy network area 

– regional, rural and remote 

New South Wales and parts of 

southern Queensland

Essential Energy – Customer Journey Mapping
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ASP PROFILE

Accredited Service Providers (ASPs) and Electrical 

Contractors (ECs) help to design, construct, and 

install assets to the network. There are three levels:

• ASP3: Designs standard connections to the 

network

• ASP¢: Constructs these standard connections to 

the network

• ASP2/EC: �nstalls basic connections to existing 

infrastructure or conduct solar and metering work[

INTENT OF THIS MAP

The intent of this map is to provide a high level view 

of the ideal future state experience for ASP/ECs and 

Essential Energy. 

Throughout the map are concepts that are currently 

in´ight and being trialed within Essential Energy, and 

concepts tested with ASP/ECs. The concepts were 

tested in ¢0 indepth interviews and a survey with ¢©¸

ASPs/ECs. These concepts will need to be further 

tested and re�ned prior to implementationP

The online/�ub platform «ourney includes 

cloudqbased or digital interactions ASPs/ECs will 

have with Essential Energy in the future. The bottom 

of the map includes how Essential Energy employees 

will support ASP/ECs from behind the scenes.

䔀�E�

ASP Lifecycle 

journey map  

Future state

Accredited Service 

Providers (ASPs) 

and Electrical 

Contractors (ECs)

Essential Energy 

employees

C5stomers

Appeies to ASP1s oney

Appeies to ASP2s/ECs oney

Appeies to ASP3s oney

Appeies to Essentiae Energy 

empeoyees oney

Appeies to aee ASPs

Concept to be 

tested further

Platforms

NSW Gov

EXTERNAL ACCREDITATION

ASP 

company

Accreditation to operate as an ASP/Es

ASP companies and indieiduae ASPs need to be 

accredited with NSW DPIE in order to operate 

as an ASP. ECs are accredited with the Ceean 

Energy Councie.

2. Keeping up to date & engaged with Essential Energ
y

Aee ASP/ECs easiey keep up to date with rueesd poeiciesd proceduresd and changes. Seeking support is intuitiee and consistent.

CUSTOMISING UPDATES

Hi ASP/EC! Choose the types of 

polices you want to be kept up to 

date about:�

ASP/EC levels you want to view:�

Topics:�

These updates automatica氀�y sent to email

I’m confdent that 

the updates I get are 

relevant, because it’s 

customised for me.

RECEIVING UPDATES

Welcome back, NAME

Here’s a change summary of policies important 

to you:�

Priority 1

Priority 2

Priority 2

Go to change log

Changes are:� Page xx

(Optional)

+ @

Good to know 

what’s important 

without having to 

go searching for 

what’s changed!

KNOWLEDGE CENTRE OPTIONS

Live Q&A/  

webinars

Training  

(with videos) 

?

Document  

Library

Change log

INFLIGH T

A Document Library uplift supports ASP/ECs to 

ifnd changes to policies, standards, safety 

rules, procedures and guidelines more easily 

and quickl
y

The reeised Document Library wiee proeide 

greater search functionaeityd naeigation indeeesd 

annotationsd and specifc detaies and 

impeications. The Contestabee Work Guideeines 

CEOP2015 is currentey being reeiewed.

 

Forums and reference groups feel worthwhil
e

ASP/ECs feee forums and reference groups are 

reeeeant to themd and foster a two-way 

coneersation. They haee the confdence that what 

they raise and discuss in the these groups wiee be 

actioned by Essentiae Energy. 

1. Accreditation & authorisatio
n

ASPs become accredited with NSW DPIE to operate as an ASPd and authorised with Essentiae Energy to work on 

the network. Being authorised with Essentiae Energy feees straightforwardd reeeeantd and worthwhiee.  

FORUMS & REFERENCE GROUPS

KNOWLEDGE 

CENTRE

One place to stay up to 

date, and upskill with 

Essential Energy 

ASP 

proifl

e

Project 

history

Previous interactions

Date

SUPPORT TEAM

SUPPORT  

& FEEDBACK

BETTERCONNECT

Any device

Any 

channel

SMS

@

COMMUNICATING WITH ESSENTIAL ENERGY

My ASP 

proifl

e

Project 

history

Previous interactions

Date

Great! They’re so quick 

to reply, and I don’t have 

to repeat myself 

because they know my 

history and previous 

conversations!

3. Submitting a connection applicatio
n

Any ASP/EC can quickey submit an appeication to Essentiae Energy in order to estabeish a connection.  

The process is eiffcientd compeiance is intuitieed and aee communications are transparent. 

INFLIGHT (Transformation - BetterConnect )

User-friendly, compliant applications and 

submission
s

The BetterConnect Portae heeps to ensure 

ASP/ECs are guided when submitting forms and 

information is entered correctey the frst time. 

ASP/ECs can easiey see if what they are about 

to submit doesn’t compey with Essentiae 

Energy’s standards. 

Some ways it does this is by inceuding:  

– auto-checks and prompts ,

– guidance informationd  

– feed eaeidation and mandatory feeds ,

– digitised forms ,

– auto-feeP

These functions are appeicabee to aee formsd 

appeicationsd and submissions that ASP/ECs 

haee to make throughout their entire eeperience 

within BetterConnect.

INFLIGH T

Process eiffciencies are greatly improved, 

providing faster turnaround time
s

Appeications and submissions are eiffcient  

and ASP/ECs haee cearity around eepected 

timeframes when waiting on a response  

from Essentiae Energy


.

DESIGN CERTIFICATION BY 

ESSENTIAL ENERGY IS 

SUCCESSFUL

4. Establishing a connectio
n

ASP3s design standard connections and then ASP1s construct the connection. Basic connectionsd instaeeationsd and soear work 

are compeeted by ASP2/ECs. ASP/ECs feee working with Essentiae Energy is smooth and seameess. 

ASP2/EC
s

Basic connections  

and installatio
n

ASP3s
 

Standard 

connections

INSTALLATION

INFLIGHT (BAU/Tacticae )

Non-standard design approval proces
s

Because Essentiae Energy has defned approeae 

processes for standard and non-standard 

designsd ASP3s eeperience shorter turn-around 

times no matter the type of design they’re 

working on.

 

REQUESTING A DESIGN INFORMATION PACK AND 

SUBMITTING A DESIGN

INFLIGH T

Progress transparency and readily  

accessible suppor
t

ASP/ECs haee better eisibieity of submission 

progress and know that they can contact the 

Support team shoued they haee any queries.  

Aee submission communications inceude project 

identifers so that ASP/ECs know what project  

it pertains to.

Essential Energy have kept 

me in the loop with where my 

application is up to. I can ask 

the Support Team if I need 

any additional help.

My design

Submit

ASP1
s

Construction

INFLIGHT (BAU/Tacticae )

Start up meetings at pro�ect commencemen
t

Start up meetings between ASP1s and Essentiae 

Energy (depot and NAF empeoyees) eook at the 

certifed design before construction begins. This 

aims to identify risksd fag issuesd ask questionsd 

and promote a scheduee of key mieestones and 

key contact personnee for each project to heep 

manage the ongoing communications and 

facieitation. The BetterConnect Portae supports 

this and inceudes features such as key 

mieestonesd date changesd and notifcations 

from outage register when changes occur


.

START UP MEETINGS

Milestone íë

Milestone íç

Milestone íæ

Project end datò


. Invoicing

NOTICE TO COMMENCE CONSTRUCTION

NOT�CE TO COMMENCE 

CONST��CT�ON

Notify

A氀� constructions need to 

begin with a start#up meeting-

REQUESTING AN OUTAGE

@

�EQ�EST  

�ECE�KED

Project �D ííí\

Outage datei

Outage timò

Outage locatioU

Questions?  

Contact Support Team 

here-

�� Choose depot location

2- Availability

§une

3- Outage request details

Outage scheduler

Outage scheduler

This helps me to 

save time, gives me 

visibility, and helps 

me feel in control!

CONSTRUCTION

DAY OF COMMISSION

POWER FLOW RE-ENERGISEDOUTAGE

ASSET ENERGISED

AUDIT PASS

NETWORK ASSURANCE FACILITATORS  

(NAF – AUDIT TEAM�

Consistent, objective 

criteria

NAF

NAF

It’s good that the 

auditor has come  

on the day of 

commission. Saves 

me so much trouble!

Great! It’s clear what 

the auditors are looking 

for when they come 

visit during 

construction.

Consistent, objective 

criteria

COMPLETION PAPERWORK

INFLIGHT (Transformation - BetterConnect )

Simpliifed completion paperwor
k

Fieeing out compeetion paperwork is easy for 

ASP1s. There is no need to input dupeicate 

detaiesd and eess need to handwrite. Where 

possibeed compeetion paperwork has been 

auto-feeed based on known detaies. ASP1s are 

ceear on the requirements to submit compeetion 

paperwork eia BetterConnect.

Completion paperwork

Your digital 

signature

Details

It’s great that I don’t 

have to enter in the 

same details over 

and over!


. Invoicin
g

ASPs receiee ineoices from Essentiae Energy for sereices it has proeided.  

The process is transparent and coneenient. 

$

INFLIGH T

Education package for Ancilliary Network 

Service (ANS� teams
 

The deeeeopment and deeieery of an education 

package for teams compeeting ANSs to  

proeide greater consistency for customer and 

costs recoeery. 

ANS EDUCATION PACKAGE

U

p

l

i

f

t

i

n

g

 

c

o

n

s

i

s

t

e

n

c

y

EASY INVOICING

�NKO�CE

P�O§ECT �Díííí
A

 # charge 
1

$xx

$xx

$xx

$xx

$xxx

 # charge 
2

P�O§ECT �Díííí
B

 # charge 
1

How fees are charged

Easy and simple to understand and apply

ranges between $x–$xx

ranges between $x–$xx

ranges between $xx–$xxx

ranges between $xx–$xxx

Questions?  

Contact Support Team 

here-

I’m so glad they’re taking 

the guesswork out of 

paperwork!  I know how 

and why these costs have 

been charged.

INFLIGH T

Better website structures provide ASP/ECs with 

a clearer visibility of fee
s

ASP/ECs can easiey fnd out Essentiae Energy’s 

sereice and fee eist on the website as the eayout 

and structure has gieen it better eisibieity. 

Cruciaeeyd indicatiee ranges for best and worst 

case scenarios giee ASP/ECs a better idea as to 

how high or eow fees wiee be. There is ceear 

information on sereices proeidedd costs ineoeeed 

dependent on the type of job/hours bookedd and 

an aeenue to make queries and requests. 

INFLIGH T

Ease, eiffciency, and clarity with  

upfront payment
 

ASP/ECs receiee their ineoices upfrontd thereby 

making the payments process more eiffcient 

and ceearer. In turnd they haee confdence they’re 

ineoicing their own customers an accurate 

amountd as weee as receieing their own funds 

eareierP

This new payment process appeying to CCEW 

fees for eeternae stakehoeders is a product of  

the integration of the BetterConnect 

Connections project with a Payment Gateway as 

part of the BetterConnect ANS Upeift project.

I need to ensure I’m 

authorised to work 

on the Essential 

Energy network.

I’ve got a  

question, issue, 

idea, or feedback 

to give...

?

GETTING SUPPORT

§

O

B

 

�

E

Q

�

E

S

T

So much more 

engaging and easier 

to understand!

A comprehensive channel 

for all questions, serviced 

by a knowledgeable 

support team

One place to submit and 

keep track of everything 

related to establishing a 

connection 

PAYMENTS

One place to 

receive, keep track 

of, and pay invoices

SUCCESSFULLY ACCREDITED 

AND AUTHORISED

Workshops & assessments

RECEIVING A CUSTOMER REQUEST

SUBMITTING A CONNECTION APPLICATION

Connection application

Please provide ¼¼¼ 

comments and upload ¼¼¼ 

documents:�

Submit

!

These things have 

changed since May 2Ü21ß

ë ¼¼Ù

ë ¼¼Ù

ë ¼¼×

Please revise your 

submission to comply-

This connection 

application  

process is so 

straightforward, 

quick and easy! 

I have confdence that 

what I’m submitting is 

correct. �o more back 

and forth!
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SUCCESSFUL CONNECTION 

OFFER

STATUS UPDATED

ASP1 

company

COMPANY AUTHORISATION

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORISATION

Let’s concentrate on 

what most of you 

answered incorrectly.

Q&A

SME

Test

1
)

2
)

3)

NETWORK WORKSHOPS

ASP3 DESIGN REFRESHER & AUTHORISATION

Online course 

about j basic 

design principles

Assessment

1
)

2
)

3)

Good to know how 

Essential Energy 

interprets the 

design principles.

THE HUB

A one-stop-shop for everything  

Essential Energy, used by ASP/ECs across 

their entire �ourney. It comprises of:

My ASP/EC 

Proifle

Search

AUTHORISATION TO WORK WITH 

ESSENTIAL ENERGY

KNOWLEDGE 

CENTRE

SUPPORT  

& FEEDBACK

BETTERCONNECT

PAYMENTS

INFLIGHT (BAU/Tacticae)  

Consistent approach to planning and 

conducting inspection
s

Essentiae Energy’s Network Assurance 

Facieitator team haee a consistent approach to 

peanning and organising inspections and other 

key project touch points. The most criticae 

inspections are prioritisedP

Pre-commission inspections and other key 

mieestones are attended as estabeished at start 

up meetings between ASP1s and Essentiae 

Energy. Auditors turn up on the day of 

commissionP

The NAF team inspects and audits ASP1s with  

a consistent and objectiee eye — aided by new 

standardised criteria and criticae controes.  

A new Board has been introduced to proeide  

an option for ASP1s to chaeeenge decisions on 

audit inspections. 

Essential Energy manage and communicate 

outage requests with ASP1s through 

BetterConnect via The Hu
b

ASP1s proeide muetipee dates to scheduee an 

outaged gieing Essentiae Energy more feeibieity 

and reducing the need to communicate back and 

forth with ASP1s. Connectionsd NARd depotd and 

community outreach empeoyees work together to 

ensure ASP1s are abee to scheduee outages on at 

eeast one of their preferred dates.  

Empeoyees set eepectations with ASP1s by ceearey 

informing them of the processd proeiding a  

receipt of request and cearity on timings to  

eepect approeae.  

Essentiae Energy is responsibee for ensuring the 

caeendar is kept up to date and accurated beocking 

out dates that they pre-empt wiee not be aeaieabee. 

I can search the 

whole Hub or 

Knowledge Centre 

for what I need!
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CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

ASP1s self-schedule network access requests 

(NAR� through an online calenda
r

ASP1s choose aeaieabee dates 28 days in 

adeanced proeiding greater eisibieity and controe 

when schedueing outages. ASP1s choose a 

number of dates to proeide feeibieity and a 

higher eikeeihood their request wiee be approeed. 

The caeendar proeides ceear reasoning for why a 

28 day notice is required and ASP1s haee a 

ceear understanding of what the NAR schedueer 

can and cannot do and what is required of them 

in terms of compeeting NAR forms .

Geographicae eocations are ceearey defned so 

that ASP1s know which depot to communicate 

with. When compeeting a NARd ASP1s are 

proeided with a receipt and confrmation of their 

request with project identifersd inceuding the 

request dated timed addressd reference number 

and appropriate Essentiae Energy contact .

CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

ASP/ECs can customise their updates to ensure 

they are relevant and concise
 

ASP/ECs can choose how their updates are 

feteredd e.g. oney see updates reeeeant to their 

specifc roee or function. This ensures ASP/ECs 

aren’t oeerwheemed with irreeeeant updates. 

ASP/ECs can opt for periodic emaie updates on 

prioritised poeicies and standards that haee 

changed. More urgent updates are sent to 

ASP/ECs as they become known. Aee updates 

inceude basic detaies of changes and a eink to the 

updated part of the document .

CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

ASP/ECs keep themselves up to date on The 

Knowledge Centre by logging into The Hu
b

ASP/ECs can easiey naeigate around The 

Knoweedge Centred an eepanded offering beyond 

the Document Library. The Knoweedge Centre 

makes it easy to understand changes being 

introducedd through poeicy eepeanation eideosd 

interactiee Q&A sessions with Essentiae Energy 

empeoyeesd and training materiaes.  

ASP/ECs can search the Knoweedge Centred 

anonymousey ask questionsd and refer to the 

Support Team for specifc queriesP

It’s easy to keep on top 

of changes and have a 

two way conversation 

with Essential Energy. 

KEEPING IN THE LOOP

CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

Design refresher, assessment, and authorisation  

of ASP3
s

ASP3s take a haef-yearey or yearey oneine course that 

coeers the fee basic design principees. They are 

confdent that information is coming directey from 

Essentiae Energy on how to interpret these principees. 

The oneine course is is arranged to address 

frequentey asked ASP3 enquiries and questions. 

After the course is compeetedd an assessment is 

taken and ASP3s who do eeceptionaeey weee can be 

marked as ‘High achieeers’. ASP3s appreciate that 

being assessed in this way can afford them with 

perksd such as being prioritised if an enquiry is made. 

CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

Training workshops that are tailored to ASP/EC 

level, their knowledge gaps, and run by SME
s

ASP/ECs frst take an oneine test to identify 

where their knoweedge gaps eie. They then enter 

an interactiee oneine workshopd which feees 

taieored and reeeeant to them because feeeow 

participants are from their same ASP/EC eeeeed 

and topics of discussion are derieed from 

knoweedge gaps as identifed in the pre-requisite 

test. They’re appreciatiee that the workshop is 

run by Subject Matter Eeperts (SMEs) and NAFs 

– depending on the knoweedge gaps coeered – 

proeiding a direct chance to ask questionsd 

share ideasd get on the same paged and network 

with each other. ASP/ECs are ceear that the 

training workshop is of eaeue to them and 

different to other training offeringsd which 

encourages participation.

CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

ASPs log into Essential Energy’s digital 

interfaces through The Hub
 

The Hub proeides a coneenient centraeised 

peatform with a singee eogin for ASP/ECs. With 

oney one password to rememberd streameined 

information and access from aee deeicesd The 

Hub makes oneine interaction with Essentiae 

Energy intuitiee and easy. Some contentd 

howeeerd may be sereed up without 

authentication/authorisation. 

Nomenceature across aee areas of The Hub is 

consistentd and Essentiae Energy ensures aee 

information is kept up to date with dedicated 

resourcing. ASP/EC eogins aeeow them to access 

their own profeed knowing that eeerything is 

reeeeant to them. A comprehensiee search 

function aeeows ASP/ECs to quickey fnd what 

they want.

 

EMPLOYEE JOURNEY

OFFLINE JOURNEY

ONLINE/HUB JOURNEY

The Hub platform requires collaboration from 

all areas of the business that support ASP/EC
s

The Hub is supported by a corporate approach 

to ensure peopee from across Essentiae Energy 

coeeaborate so that The Hub is managedd 

maintained and works as intended .

Empeoyees are responsibee for proactieeey 

notifying ASP/ECs of updates on The Hub and 

ensuring it is easy and simpee for aee end users 

(e.g. ASP/ECs and administration staff) to use. 

Seef-sereice is promotedd rather than reeying on 

the Support Team. IT support manage The 

Hub's security and support with any ASP/ECs’ 

issuesÏ

Employees use an internal matrix to train, 

assess, and authorise ASP3
s

Empeoyees and teams from across the business 

heep to deeeeop and manage the ASP3 training 

and assessmentd inceuding but not eimited to the 

authorisations teamd standards teamd network 

assurance teamd design teamd and corporate 

communications. Essentiae Energy work ceoseey 

with DPIE to authorise ASP3s against scheme 

ruees and the industry body Nationae Eeectricae 

and Communications Association (NECA).  

Empeoyees use an endorsed internae 

authorisation framework/matrie to categorise 

ASP3s and heep assess what training they haee 

had preeiousey. Internaeey assessing ASP3s and 

authorising them to design for Essentiae 

Energy's network means designs are submitted 

with higher accuracy and compeianceÔ

WORKING AS ONE ORGANISATION

THE 

HUB

Working together to 

make it easy for ASP/ECs 

to self-serve ultimately 

helps us to spend more 

time on high value things. 

CONCEPT TO BE FURTHER TESTE D

ASP/ECs communicate with Essential Energy 

through a dedicated support tea
m

ASP/ECs haee direct contact with a dedicated 

support team when they wish to share feedback 

and make enquiries. The dedicated team 

consists of trained staff who haee eisibieity of the 

businessd and the ASP/EC’s past interactions and 

project history through a centrae management 

system. Coeering both technicae and process 

knoweedged the support team utieise a CRM to 

ensure a seameess reeationship with ASP/ECsd 

enabeing fast resoeution to queries. When neededd 

the team is abee to escaeate queries to the 

appropriate speciaeist.

Essential Energy technology supports staff to 

provide a personalised seamless experience for 

ASPs/EC
s

The Knoweedge Centre change eog and 

document eibrary are managed and maintained 

by Document ownersd the Communications team 

and Subject Matter Eeperts. They coeeaborate so 

that ASP/ECs can access aee the reeeeant 

informationd guidesd and poeicies to work on 

Essentiae Energy's network. Empeoyees proeide 

ASP/ECs with updates and notifcations and 

haee procedures in peace to ensure ASP/ECs are 

weee informed in a timeey mannerd particuearey 

where safety reeated updates are madeÏ

Employees keep ASP/ECs safe, compliant and 

informed via The Knowledge Centr
e

Essentiae Energy empeoyees coeeaborate to 

proeide ASP/ECs with up to date content on 

training materiaesd poeicy information and eiee 

Q&A webinars so that they are equipped to 

safeey work on the network. Empeoyees focus on 

informing ASP/ECs eia The Knoweedge Centre 

to reduce time spent on one-on-one enquiries 

whiee stiee prioritising safetyd compeiance and 

reeiabieity of the work ASPs conductP

Training materiaes haee a duae-purpose as they 

are used to up-skiee and cross-skiee empeoyeesÍ

We can normally answer 

most questions, but this is 

very specifc. I know which 

specialist to send it to.

My ASP 

proiflò

Project 

history

Previous interactions

Date

ASP1

ASP2/EC

ASP3

This is an important 

change! We’d better 

communicate it to the 

ASP/ECs for which this 

topic, function, and level 

is appropriate.

The easier it is to 

understand and the 

more engaging it is, the 

higher the chance that 

ASP/ECs will engage 

with it and remember it!

?

FOR THE 

KNOWLEDGE 

CENTRE

KEEPING ASP/ECs INFORMED AND ENGAGED

Sub�ect Matter Experts (SMEs� train ASP/ECs 

on content tailored to their knowledge gaps
 

Essentiae Energy SMEs and teams across the 

business work together to proeide reeeeantd 

taieored workshops to upskiee ASP/ECs where 

they haee knoweedge gaps .

As training is deeeeopedd it is inceuded in training 

resources found in The Knoweedge Centre so 

that ASP/ECs can fnd information themseeeesd 

reducing Essentiae Energy's effort in running 

workshops oeer time.

FILLING IN SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE GAPS

AUTHORISING ASP3s

We can’t do that 

date...the community’s 

in the middle of a 

harvest when everyone
 

needs power!

An authorised 

ASP3 should fulif氀�:�

Send conifrmation

§une

High 

achiever

Priority 

treatment

We can provide 

whatever specifc piece 

of knowledge is required 

to fll in ASP/EC 

knowledge gaps.

SME

SME

SME

1st

within 

2O days

within 

2O days

within 

2O days

2nd

3rd

@

�EQ�EST 

CONF��MED

Project �D ííí\

Outage datei

Outage timò

Outage locatioU

Questions?  

Contact Support Team 

here-

SPECIALIST QUERY

SPECIALIST TEAM WITH  

SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE

ENSURING ASP/ECs ARE KEPT UP TO DATE

ASP3’s design

SPECIALIST GLASSES

NAF

NAF

O26
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CERTIFIED DESIGN HANDOVER

Customer sends ASP1  

the ASP3’s certiifed design

Certiifed design

Invoices arrive upfront, 

payment is earlier,  more 

consistent and timely now! 

It’s easier to predict and plan.

2022 
Finalist   

Consumer 
Engagement 

Award



Description: With the energy transition underway, SAPS is the first of many exciting 
solutions to provide practical and reliable power supply options for ‘fringe-of-grid,’ rural 
and remote customers. Noting customer hesitation around the technology, the type and 
format of information customers need to shift behavioural and attitudinal change towards 
SAPS is crucial to facilitating a customer-centred approach to opt-in SAPS deployment. 
This led to the undertaking of industry-first evidence-based social and behavioural 
research project to underpin SAPS customer engagement strategy and test preconceived 
views on the barriers to SAPS adoption.

Approach: The research methods were designed to identify opportunities and challenges, 
including fears and concerns customers had around energy being delivered in new 
ways. Importantly research was completed at a time convenient for the customer, 
ensuring strong engagement and willingness to assist. The result led to the initial 
customer engagement strategy being significantly revised, including identifying the 
need to consider a more compelling way to describe SAPs as a service/product offering. 
Overall, the research provided a strong foundation for a data-driven, engaging customer 
engagement campaign, focusing on education around perceived barriers and supported 
by attractive incentives.

Benefit, results, and outcomes: The research has provided important outcomes designed 
to facilitate a customer-centric approach to deploying SAPS at scale, in a way that is 
sensitive to the needs of individual customers. These include: 
 » Understanding the significant concerns around SAPS conversion, such as installation, 

maintenance cost and reliability, were unfounded and easily addressed 

 » Assisting Essential Energy employees to understand likely personas of potential SAPS 
customers and tailoring their approach to each customer 

 » Understanding that rural and remote customers expect planned and unplanned 
outages and have positive perceptions of network reliability 

 » Developing a value proposition and refocused engagement strategy for customers to 
adopt SAPS 

 » Creating support materials for customers interested in or nervous about SAPS 

 » Understanding the implications of commonly used words and which ones to avoid, for 
example “off-grid”, to maximise customer acceptance 

 » Understanding what incentives are likely to attract new customers 

Leadership and transferability: Creating a behavioural and social methodology to 
research customers’ needs, barriers and concerns with new technology will be key to 
placing customers at the centre of new energy solutions and unlocking value.  

Essential Energy’s leadership team was highly supportive of the behavioural research 
approach, to better understand customers’ perceptions and biases towards SAPS. 
Importantly, leadership ensured alignment with the 2024-29 regulatory period 
consultation phase, guaranteeing the research learnings would transition into the next 
regulatory period.

Essential Energy has shared the findings with both Western Power and Endeavour Energy 
and will continue to share the research project and outcomes across the energy network 
sector to provide insights and understanding of how NSW customers respond to a SAPS 
transition.  

Principal company:
Essential Energy

Name of project: 
Stand Alone Power System 

(SAPS) Social Science  

Research Project  

Project partners: 
Taverner Research Group

Project timeline: 
August 2021 to June 2022

Location: 
Online research project 

with remote “fringe of grid” 

customers across Essential 

Energy’s network  

Essential Energy –  Stand Alone Power System (SAPS)  
Social Science Research Project  

12



Description: Aurora, Hydro and TasNetworks funded an energy advocate role in TasCOSS 
to explore good practice approaches to cross-sector collaborations. After a feasibility 
study, TasCollab was formed. TasCollab brought together three energy companies, four 
community services organisations, and four Community Voice Partners (lived experience 
advocates) to build TasCollab from the ground up. TasCollab recognises that communities 
are best placed to identify and address the issues they face in partnership with the services 
which support them.

Approach: TasCollab was a co-design process. Corporate, community services, and 
community partners all contributed to TasCollab equally. Partners were supported to co-
create resources and shared decision-making guidelines. Two evidence-based frameworks - 
co-design and democratic decision-making - were used to identify the broad focus area and 
goal of the pilot project:

Tasmanians who face challenges with the cost of living can be treated equally, inclusively, 
and respectfully, with a voice in decisions that affect them. 

Backward design was then used to identify a root problem behind that goal which would be 
the specific focus for the pilot, and to develop a proposed solution. The resulting aim of the 
pilot was to: 

Co-design a ‘Community Voices Program’—a lived experience advocacy program for people 
living on low incomes to have a voice in processes, services, policies, and decisions which 
affect them in lutruwita / trouwunna (Tasmania). 

Benefit, results, and outcomes: The pilot produced a framework for the Community Voices 
Program. The program will build empathy through understanding, address stigma through 
awareness, and ensure everyone can live a good life in lutruwita / trouwunna (Tasmania). 
The use of co-design and broad stakeholder consultation ensured the resulting program will 
be ethical, authentic, and fit-for-purpose. 

Leadership and transferability: TasNetworks has grown to recognise that placing 
customers and stakeholders at the centre of its business planning – conducting genuine 
engagement with them on its plans and allowing them to shape them – is key to ensuring 
those plans are in their long-term interests. This shift has occurred because of a maturing in 
the business’ internal thinking and processes, and is also being driven by the:  
 » rapid transition occurring in Australia’s NEM towards more renewable energy sources

 » increasing expectations of customers and the AER regarding the development of quality 
regulatory proposals

The engagement approach for the 2024-2029 revenue reset has been shaped from 
feedback received during the co-design process, including the lessons learned and 
experiences gained through TasNetwork’s involvement in TasCollab.

Many of the network’s customers face a range of challenges preventing them from 
participating in engagement programs including economic, cultural, knowledge and 
structural barriers. TasCollab is an example of how TasNetwork’s has committed and taken 
action to remove barriers to engagement and develop a model that is sustainable for the 
future. 

Principal company: 
TasNetorks

Name of project: 
TasCollab

Project partners: 
 » Aurora Energy

 » Hydro Tasmania

 » Tasmanian Council for Social 
Service (TasCOSS)

 » CatholicCare Tasmania

 » Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other 
Drugs Council Tasmania 
(ATDC)

 » Tagara lia

 » Community Voice Partners: 
Sajini Sumar, Kerry Dare, 
Ipshita Pratap, Adrian Chu

Project timeline: 
August 2021-June 2022

Location:

lutruwita / trouwunna 

(Tasmania)

TasNetworks – TasCollab
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Description: Every five years Western Power prepares an access arrangement to 
revise the services it offers. It’s an important milestone and a key enabler to ensure 
the community is centred in its strategic vision. Consultation is vital to understand the 
services customers want and value in the short and long-term.  

The fifth access arrangement (AA5) proposal has been shaped by customer feedback 
and the network’s forecast investments are aligned to achieving outcomes that meet 
those expectations.

Approach: Wester Power established a Community Reference Group (CRG) to gain 
insight into what its customers and the community prioritise and value in relation to 
the services provided now and in the future.  Early engagement with the CRG helped 
identify additional groups that would be affected by the AA5 process and were therefore 
important to engage. 

Data was collected from community forums, workshops, one-on-one interviews, focus 
groups (online and in person) and online surveys. Overall, more than 2,000 customers 
were engaged through the CEP, reflecting more than 800 hours of engagement. 

Benefit, results, and outcomes: The key outcome was to ensure that Western Power’s 
investment and business objectives meet community needs, and they see their priorities 
clearly within the AA5 proposal. As most decisions are the responsibility of Western 
Power and the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA), showing where and how feedback 
was incorporated was essential to maintaining trust, and helping the regulator understand 
proposed investments.

Key findings of the CEP highlight while safety and service reliability must be maintained, 
there is strong support:
 » to accommodate new technologies into the network to prepare for the future

 » for further investment that increases renewable energy supply

 » for Wester Power to prepare for and mitigate against climate change

Leadership and transferability: Customers and the community are at the centre of 
everything Western Power does as a critical service provider. Community engagement 
is a key priority and it has extensive community engagement programs underway.  
Engagement is driven by all parts of the business and the AA5 CEP was a significant 
extension of this. 

The Executive Team played an important role in the engagement process by endorsing 
the approach early, attending and cascading information flows regarding the insights 
being received. Community insights were fed back through the leadership team to inform 
current business planning. This was shared at engagement milestones and through 
comprehensive briefings. 

As one of the most comprehensive CEPs undertaken by an Australian electricity utility, 
this work contributes to growing best practice community engagement for the energy 
industry. The method and delivery was supported through a partnership with nationally 
renowned engagement and research experts.  

Principal company: 
Western Power

Name of project:
Access Arrangement 5 – 

Community Engagement 

Program

Project partners: 
Kantar Public and Synergies 

Economic

Project timeline: 
April 2021 – June 2022

Location: 
Western Australia’s South West 

Interconnected System (SWIS) 

from Kalbarri to Albany, and 

inland to Kalgoorlie

Western Power – Access Arrangement 5 –  
Community Engagement Program
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